
Past Future Perfect Simple

Name: Date: __/__/20__

____________________________________, mother?1.
(what/the minister/say/?)

What would the minister have said

It _________________________ the knot, or kept the drop up, a minute
longer.
2.

(not/loosen)
wouldn't have loosened

I think my boy ____________________ it.3. (wish)would have wished

Even you _____________________ such a joke.4. (not/be)wouldn't have been

He ___________________ anything to get rid of it.5. (give)would have given

_____________________________ without Matryona?6. (where/they/be/?)Where would they have been

Many things __________________________, and much suffering might
have been spared.
7.

(not/happen)
would not have happened

______________________ so, reader?8. (you/do/?)Would you have done

I ________________ I saw him.9. (swear)'d have sworn

The difference of two years __________________________ their
acceptance, even at the expense of some humiliation to our representative.
10.

(not/hinder)

would not have hindered

She ___________________________ to require her niece's return home
had not maternal solicitude urged her to deprive her of nothing which could
aid her troubled soul to regain its poise.

11.

(not/hesitate)

would not have hesitated

Those statues ______________________ in respectful silence.12. (listen)would have listened

I _____________________ him near the plate, I know.13. (not/leave)wouldn't have left

You ____________________ it severely here.14. (catch)would have caught

Perhaps, however, the manner of the scout ______________________
so passive, had he fully comprehended the language in which the preceding
dialogue had been conducted.

15.

(not/be)

would not have been
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Then they __________________ that this was his second wish.16. (say)would have said

This is precisely what one ______________________.17. (expect)would have expected

Mentally he found new quarters, and settled himself in them; it
_______________________ much to set him making a purchase or two.
18.

(not/take)
would not have taken

You _______________________ me this time, I know, if you hadn't been
scared the thing would get into the papers.
19.

(not/help)
wouldn't have helped

In another instant he __________________ all consciousness.20. (lose)would have lost
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